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ELCOME to the first issue of the official journal of the Wildwood Institute for STEM
Research and Development. In the following pages you will find papers describing the
results of original research projects produced by our organization in its first year of
existence as well as proofs and summaries of existing mathematical theory. Beyond the contents
of this journal, the institute’s ongoing research projects span areas including information theory,
particle physics, and radio astronomy, among others. The editors and contributors of this journal
would like to thank the Wildwood faculty members who facilitate WISRD and the Advanced
Topics in STEM class - namely Joe Wise, Tim Sekula, and Scott Johnson. The success of WISRD’s
first year of research is a credit to their guidance and support.
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The Brachistochrone Problem
Miana Smith
Wildwood Institute for STEM Research and Development (WISRD)
mianas17@wildwood.org

I. Introduction
The Brachistochrone problem was one of the first problems presented in calculus of variations,
which is the branch of calculus that concerns the minimization and maximization of functionals,
which are essentially functions of functions. The problem was first solved by Newton, Leibniz,
L’Hopital, Johann Bernoulli, and Jakob Bernoulli in the late 1600s.

The Brachistochrone problem asks to find the path that minimizes the amount of time it takes
for a point particle of mass m to travel from point P1 to point P2 in a uniform gravitational field
without friction.
Figure 1: Diagram of system

II. Derivation
P1 is chosen to be (0, 0) and P2 is some ( x1 , x2 )
v=

ds
dt

(Definition of velocity)
dS
v

(Integrating for time of travel)

dS =

dx2 + dy2

(Pythagorean theorem)

dS =

1+

t=

t=

dy2
dx
dx

1+
v

dy2
dx

dx
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(Factoring out dx2 )
(Plugging in the value of dS)
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The work done by the normal force of the track is zero as it is always perpendicular to the
path of the point particle. Due to the absence of friction in this system, the mechanical energy is
conserved.
1 2
mv = mgy
2
v = 2gy

(Conservation of energy)
(Solving for velocity)
dy2
dx

t=

1+
dx
2gy

(Re-writing with velocity)

t=

1 + y 02
dx
2gy

(Re-writing with y’ notation)

F=

1 + y 02
2gy

(Defining the integrand to be F)

t=

F (y, y0 )dx

(Substitution)

To minimize the time of travel over the path, it is necessary to find the integrand that solves the
Euler-Lagrange equation.
d
F
(
)
dx y0

F
=0
y
dF
F 0
F
=
y + 0 y”
dx
y
y
F 0
dF
F
y =
y”
y
dx
y0
d
F 0
F 0
(
)y
y =0
dx y0
y
d F 0 dF
F
y
+ 0 y” = 0
dx y0
dx
y
d
F
( F y0 0 ) = 0
dx
y
F
y0
=
0
y
2g(y + yy02 )
d
(
dx

1 + y 02
2gy

y 02
2g(y + yy02 )

)=0

d 1 + y 02 y 02
(
)=0
dx
y + yy02
d
(
dx

1
y + yy02
1

)=0

y + yy02

=C

(The Euler-Lagrange equation)
(Defining

dF
dx

in terms of partial derivatives)

(Solving for Fy y0 )
(Multiplying the Euler-Lagrange equations by
y’)
(Plugging in Fy y0 )
(Pulling

d
dx

out by reverse product rule)

(The partial derivative of F with respect to
y’)
(Plugging in the values of F and y0

F
y0 )

(Combining like terms and factoring out
1
2g )
(Simplifying)
(Integrating)
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y + yy02 = B

(Defining a new constant)

y + yy02 = A
0

y =
dy
=
dx

A

(Defining a new constant)

y

(Solving for y’)

y
A

dx =
y
letz =
A
dz
1
=
dy
A

y
y
y
A

x=A
x=A

notation)

(Integrating both sides)

y

y
A)

(Differentiating with respect to y)
z
1

z

dz

(Plugging in z and simplifying)
(Making a trigonometric substitution in order to simplify the integral)

2

dz
= sin cos
d
2
2
x=A

dy
dx

(Substituting z for

x=A
letz = sin2

(Re-writing in

(Differentiating with respect to )
sin2

1
sin 2
cos 2

2

sin2 2

sin cos d
2
2

sin cos d
2
2

sin2 d
2

A
1 cos d
2
A
x= (
sin ) + k
2
x=

(Plugging in sin2 2 and sin 2 cos 2 )
(Simplifying)

(Simplifying)
(Substituting in the sine half angle formula)
(Integrating)

By taking P1 to be (0, 0) the integration constant must also be zero because if 0 =
then k = 0.
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A
2 (0

0) + k,
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x=

A
(
2

y = Asin

(Simplifying)

sin )

y

2

2
A
y = (1 cos )
2
A
let = r
2
x = r(
sin )
y = (1

cos )

( A = sin2 2 as defined by the earlier zsubstitution)
(Substituting in the sine half angle formula)
(Re-defining the constant)
(Solving for x)
(Solving for y)

The period of this function is 2 r in terms of , which is the circumference of a circle of radius
r, which is why the constant is defined as r. This is because x = r (
sin ) and y = r (1 cos )
describe the graph of a cycloid, which is generated by tracing a point on the circumference of a
circle rolling in a straight line (see appendix A).
A graph of the solution with r = 1:
Figure 2: A graph of x =

sin and y =

1 + cos

III. Conclusion
This solution (x = r (
sin ) and y = r (1 cos )) minimizes the amount of time it takes for a
particle to travel from P1 to P2 . No other path will allow a particle to travel faster between the
two points than the cycloid. P1 can also be arbitrarily changed without changing the time it takes
for the particle to travel to P2 . A method to empirically demonstrate this is to create a 3D track
that models the cycloid and a few other curves and roll marbles down them in order to show that
the cycloid is the fastest path.
5– The Brachistochrone Problem – Miana Smith
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IV. Appendix
The process of generating a cycloid:
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V. References
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2. Susskind, Leonard, and George Hrabovsky. The Theoretical Minimum: What You Need
To Know To Start Doing Physics. New York: Basic, 2013. Print.
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Mersenne Primes
Max Caplow
Wildwood Institute for STEM Research and Development
maxc16@wildwood.org

I. Introduction

L

A Mersenne prime is any number in
the form 2n 1, which is prime. There
are currently (as of November 2014) 48
known Mersenne primes, with the largest,
257885161 1, being discovered on January 25,
2013. In fact, the top 10 largest primes currently known are all Mersenne primes. This
is mostly because of the relative efficiencies of
the algorithms used to search for them, and
the use of distributed computing. The leading
research in finding these primes is the Great
Internet Mersenne Prime Search (GIMPS, created in 1996 by George Woltman), which uses
distributed computing to test for new primes.1
These numbers are often studied purely for
the sake of scientific research, but they also
have many practical uses. These numbers are
highly sought after for use in cryptography
algorithms and number generators.2 They are
also useful to finding "perfect numbers," or a
number where the sum of its factors is itself.3,4

II. Early History
One of the first major discoveries around
Mersenne primes came in 1536, from Hudalricus Regius, who showed that not all Mersenne
numbers in the form 2 p 1, where p is prime,
are Mersenne primes. He did this by showing
that 211 1 = 2047 = 23 ⇤ 89. The next big
discovery came when Pietro Cataldi predicted
that M17 , M19 , and M31 were also prime. He
incorrectly believed that M23 , M29 , M31 , M37
were prime. By 1640, Pierre de Fermat verified
that M23 and M29 where composite. Marin
Mersenne, the man that these numbers are
named after, predicted, in 1644, that for the
numbers n = 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 31, 67, 127
and 257, 2n 1 would be prime. Mersenne
later admitted to not being able to test all of

these numbers himself, but neither could any
of his peers. It took 100 years for more progress
to be made, when Leonhard Euler showed M29
was composed, and M31 was prime. It wasn’t
until 1947 that the complete set of Mx values
under 257 producing Mersenne primes was
completed: 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 31, 61, 89, 107
and 127.5 All of this changed in 1996 because
of computer scientist George Woltman. Woltman decided to use computers to search for
these prime numbers. He also began to use distributed computing, and created a system he
called GIMPS. This means that any computer
running a piece of software at home (called
Prime95) could participate in the project. The
computer would get tasks from a central server,
and upon completion, it would send the results
back to the server. This allowed for multiple
computers across the world to work together,
and eliminated the need for supercomputers.
Furthermore, multiple computers could test
one Mersenne number at the same time by testing different factors individually, minimizing
duplicate processing. Later, software engineer
Scott Kurowski unveiled PrimeNet, which still
exists today. This is an update employed by
GIMPS for distributing assignments to computers. All Mersenne primes discovered since
1996 have relied on GIMPS.6

III.

Basic Properties

Mersenne primes possess a number of unique
properties that make their study particularly
interesting. The first thing that can be proved
is that for 2 p 1 to be prime, p must also be a
prime number. A version of this proof adapted
from Book of Proof by Richard Hammack, is
included below.
"Theorem: If for some positive integer n,
2n 1 is prime, then so is n.
9– Mersenne Primes – Max Caplow
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Proof. We will use contrapositive proof. If
some positive integer n is not prime, then
2n 1 is not prime.
Let a and b be positive integers. Let n = ab,
to form the polynomial 2ab 1. Then 2ab 1 =
(2a 1) ⇤ (2ab b + 2ab 2b + 2ab 3b + 2ab 4b +
2ab 5b + 2ab ab ). Hence, 2n 1 is composite
for any non-prime n, so n must be prime for
2n 1 to be prime."7
This is useful in the search for prime numbers because it means that time can be saved
since any non-prime n does not need to be
tested. In addition, any prime number can
lead to a possible Mersenne prime, which allows for large Mersenne prime candidates to
be easily discovered. However, this also means
new Mersenne primes tend to be very large,
and is why most of the largest known primes
are Mersenne primes. While it is believed that
there are infinitely many Mersenne primes, no
proof for this theorem exists. This theorem is
based on a heuristic argument surrounding
the probability of 2n 1 being prime approaching a particular log curve. This argument is
beyond the scope of this paper, but can be
found here.8 However, the law of small numbers, coined by Richard Guy explains why
just because we know of a particular set of
numbers, we do not know that the pattern
continues infinitely. We cannot be sure if there
are infinitely many Mersenne primes based
solely on a heuristic argument, but only on
concrete proofs, for which there are none. The
law of small numbers states that "there are
not enough small numbers to satisfy all the
demands placed on them." What this means is
that sets of small numbers possess properties
that do not carry on indefinitely. One basic
example is that 1, 3, 5, and 7 are all prime, but
also happen to be the first four odd numbers.
A possible conclusion is that all odd numbers are prime, but this is obviously wrong
since 9 is not prime. However, "small" is very
relative. Another example from The Prime
Pages is that gcd(n17 + 9, (n + 1)17 + 9) = 1
for any positive integer n. For example,
when n = 1, gcd(1 + 9, 131072 + 9) =
10– Mersenne Primes – Max Caplow

gcd(10, 131081) = 1 since 131081 is not divisible by 2, 5, or 10, the factors of 10. This
carries on for all numbers n until the number
842443292559288932928819732230890067245942
0460792433. The takeaway is that numbers may
behave differently than we think as they become larger and larger. Patterns should not be
assumed, but rather proven.9

IV.

Trial Factoring

GIMPS uses various algorithms to search for
Mersenne primes, and rule out composite numbers. The first method used the GIMPS software in finding Mersenne primes is trial factoring. It is a modified version of simply picking
a factor and checking if it divides the number
in question. The algorithm used is developed
to run efficiently on computers. The algorithm
starts with a prime exponent to denote the
Mersenne number in question (as shown above,
a Mersenne number can only be prime if the
exponent is prime). Convert the exponent to
binary. As an example we will use 211 1,
which is not prime, and check if 23 is a factor.
In binary, 11 = 1011. Starting with 1 square
the number. In this case, 1*1 = 1. Now look at
the top bit of the binary. This is the leftmost
digit, in this case 1. If the top bit is a one, multiply by 2, otherwise keep the number. In our
case, it is 1, so 1*2 = 2. Once performing this
operation remove the top bit. This would turn
1011 into 011. The resulting binary number
becomes the new binary number for the next
repetition. Now take the resulting number that
was either multiplied by 2, or left the same, and
compute that number modulo 23 (the remainder when divided by 23. In this case 23 is used
because we are trying to see if 23 is a factor.
This number should be whatever the factor in
question is). In this case 2 mod 23 = 2. Take
this resulting number, and repeat the entire
processing using this as the starting number
instead of 1. Once the binary string reaches
the last digit, stop. If the resulting number of
completing the mod 23 operation is 1, then the
number is a factor. A proof for this is beyond
the scope of this paper.10 Another property of
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Mersenne numbers is that factors q must be
in the form q = 2kp + 1, where k and p are
positive integers. Since the smallest factor a
number is always a prime, it is efficient to only
test a q that is also prime. Furthermore, q must
be 1 or 7 mod 8 (again the proof is too complex
for this paper, but it is included in the previous endnote). Therefore a list of all possible
q values under 40,000 is used by the GIMPS
software to test. These rules are applied first,
eliminating the need to test 95% of factors by
the previously stated algorithm.

V.

Alternative Factoring Methods

While the methods to test factors discussed
previously are frequently used by the GIMPS
software, it also employs more powerful algorithms. The most common of these is the LucasLehmer primality test. Exactly how these methods work are beyond the scope of this paper.11
12 While these methods are extraordinarily
powerful to test Mersenne primes, and are
largely why so many Mersenne primes have
been found, they do not work for primes of
any other form. Recently, in 2002, the AgrawalKayal-Saxena primality test (AKP primality
test) was developed. This text provided a way
to test any number for primality, no matter
the form. Today, there is a prize of $150,000
funded by the Electronic Frontier Foundation
to find the first prime greater than 100,000,000
digits long, and GIMPS is still actively searching for it. In addition to trial factoring, another
method of factoring called "P-1 factorizations"
is used to determine if a Mersenne number
is prime. It many cases P-1 factoring is faster
than other dedicated primality tests such as
the Lucas-Lehmer test, which will be explained
later. It was first used by John Pollard in 1974,
and based off of Fermat’s little theorem, which
states that for any prime number p, then a p a
is a multiple of p. Alternatively this means
that a p ⌘ a(modp). The "mod" or modulo operation calculates the remainder upon division
of the value on the left of the "mod" by the
value on the right. Furthermore, two integers
a and b are congruent modulo c (which must

be a real number), or "a ⌘ b (mod c)" if c divides a b. In addition, "a ⌘ b(modc)" also
implies that when divided by c, a and b have
the same remainder. By dividing both sides by
a, the statement ap ⌘ a(modp) is equivalent to
ap 1 ⌘ 1(modp) or ap 1 1 is a multiple of
p. An adapted version of a proof for Fermat’s
little theorem (which was not derived during
class, but rather gathered from the prime pages
list of proofs is paraphrased below):1314
Theorem Let p be a prime which does not
divide the integer a, then a p 1 ⌘ 1(modp).
Proof. Create a list of the first p 1 positive
multiples of a (where a is a positive integer):
a, 2a, 3a, ...( p 1) a Suppose r and s are coefficients of a in the list above so that ra ⌘
sa(modp). This also means that r ⌘ s(modp),
by dividing a on both sides. Since r and s are
between 1 and p 1, and therefore they are
less than p, r = s. Therefore, when modp is
taken for each item in the above list, each entry will provide a unique and nonzero (since
p cannot divide any number between 1 and
p 1) list with all of the values between 1 and
p 1. Since the values in the list 1, 2, 3, p 1
are fully reduced with respect to p,
a ⇤ 2a ⇤ 3a ⇤ ...( p 1) a ⌘ 1 ⇤ 2 ⇤ 3 ⇤ ...p
1(modp).
This can be simplified to:
a p 1 ( p 1)! ⌘ ( p 1)!(modp).
The value ( p 1)! Can be canceled from
both sides to achieve
a p 1 ⌘ 1(modp).
The "P - 1" factoring methods begins by
choosing a bound B1, for which p 1 is assumed to be less than B1. Next, an E is computed for which E = 2E2 ⇤ 3E3 ⇤ 5E5 ⇤ B, where
each En corresponds to each of the consecutive
prime numbers less than N, and where 2E2
is about the value of B1. The same should
be true for each En . The number B is the
largest prime number under N. The value
a E (modN ) is then computed where a is an integer. The integer E should be a multiple of
p 1 since E is a multiple of all of the prime
factors of p 1. However, if this is not the
case, the test will fail, and another method will
11– Mersenne Primes – Max Caplow
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have to be used. Since E should be a multiple
of p 1, then by FermatâĂŹs little theorem,
a E ⌘ 1(modp). Since a E 1 is a multiple of
p 1, but in general not a multiple of N, than
the gcd( a E 1, N ) should provide a factor of
N. Since the factors of Mersenne numbers have
the form q = 2kp + 1. There is an additional enhancement to this method simply called Stage
2 that uses a B2 in addition to a B1, but requires
extra memory and is beyond the scope of this
paper. This method of P 1 factoring is more
efficient in particular cases than the standard
trial factorization used first be Great Internet
Mersenne Prime Search (GIMPS). Therefore,
GIMPS tries to calculate the probability that a
factor will be found, as well as the computing
time required in order to decide which factoring method to employ when.1516

VI.

The Lucas-Lehmer Primality
Test

Trial factoring and P - 1 factoring is only useful
when the energy needed to test the factors is
less than what would be required to run a true
primality test. If it is unlikely that factors will
be found using these two methods, then the
Lucas-Lehmer primality test is used. This is a
test created in 1856 by ÃL’douard Lucas, but
adapted later by Derrick Henry Lehmer. This
method begins by defining a Mersenne number, 2 p 1, with p > 2. Then a sequence is performed starting with S0 = 4. Each additional
Sn is defined as Sn = (Sn2 1 2)mod(2 p 1)
(the modulo operation returns the remainder
upon division of the number on the left by
the number on the right). This sequence is
repeated until S p 2 is reached. As an example, let p = 5 to create the Mersenne number
25 1 = 31. To prove that 25 1 is prime,
begin with S0 = 4:
S0 = 4
S1 = (42 2)mod31 = 14
S2 = (142 2)mod31 = 8
S3 = S p 2 = (82 2)mod31 = 0
Therefore, 25 1 is prime. The proof
for this theorem follows in the usual pattern
for proving biconditional statements, or state12– Mersenne Primes – Max Caplow

ments in the "if, and only if" format. The proof
begins with a sufficiency argument, showing
that if S p 2 ⌘ 0(mod2 p 1), then 2 p 1 must
be prime. Then a necessity argument is used
to show the inverse of the statement, or that
if 2 p 1 is prime, then S p 2 ⌘ 0(mod2 p 1).
However, the proof in its entirety is very complex, and will not be included. While computers are relatively efficient in performing modulo operations, this algorithm leads to a bottleneck when squaring numbers. Originally
in computing, the method used to calculate
squares was to take the number, and break it
up into an array. First, an operation called a
Fast Fourier Transform is applied, and then
a particular squaring operation is conducted,
followed by an inverse Fast Fourier Transform.
However, in recent years, physicists and computer scientists Richard Crandall and Barry
Fagin improved this method by using an irrational base Fast Fourier Transform to reduce
computing time by more than half.1718

VII.

Ensuring Accuracy

The final important aspect for finding
Mersenne primes is to double check results.
The first method employed by GIMPS was to
simply run the test a second, and then a third
test. To check if the final value in the LucasLehmer primality, the end of the value (the
last 64 bits) of S p 2 is uploaded it to the central PrimeNet servers. If those values matched,
then the test was declared a success. If not,
the check would be repeated again. This check
takes about two additional years, since it is
sent out to slower computers to work out. Furthermore, when double-checking results, the
original S0 value is shifted randomly from 4.
This ensures that there are no errors in the Fast
Fourier Transform squaring operations since
different numbers are being squared.19

VIII.

Conclusions

Mersenne primes are so sought after because
of how well algorithms such as the LucasLehmer primality test work with them, and
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because their factors are so specific. Despite
the great advancements in efficiency, Mersenne
primes still provide a challenge to test the limits of computing and efficacy. They are not
however the only primes searched for. One
of the most interesting distributed computing searches for primes comes from Primecoin
(http://primecoin.io/). Primecoin is a digital
currency, similar to the popular alternative Bitcoin, which uses algorithms that searches for
particular prime number chains as a way to
verify digital transactions. In addition, there
is working being done on creating new algorithms like the Lucas-Lehmer primality test,
that are more generally applicable, such as the
Miller-Rabin primality test and the AKS primality test. There is also innovation taking place
within GIMPS itself to not only optimize running time and efficiency, but to develop ways
to run tests on graphics cards in addition to
CPUs, in order to maximize parallel processing.
Furthermore, anybody is able to get involved
in GIMPS today, by downloading the software,
which automatically takes unused CPU cycles
(minimizing effect on battery), and uses it to
search for Mersenne primes.
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Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorems
Caleb Zakarin
Wildwood Institute for STEM Research and Development
calebz16@wildwood.org

I.

The Origin of Set Theory

Set theory is the study of well-ordered collections of mathematical objects. Set theory is one
of the most significant and powerful ideas in all
of mathematics. Countless rules and equations
have been derived from set theory. Though the
study of sets of mathematical objects has existed in some form or another for thousands of
years, it was not until 1873 that it truly became
its own mathematical field of study. Georg Cantor, a brilliant German mathematician, created
set theory while examining properties of real
numbers. Cantor discovered that the real numbers and the natural numbers are not bijective
(they do not have one-to-one correspondence).
The natural numbers are countable, thus real
numbers are uncountable. The number of elements of these two sets were shown to be
different. The cardinality of the set of the natural numbers is denoted as @0 . While both sets
are infinite, the set of the natural numbers is
the smallest infinity. Cantor pioneered a way
to analytically examine the number sets. His
methods of proving the uncountable nature of
the real numbers will be looked at in greater
depth, as well as various other proofs that used
the diagonal argument.

II.

Cantor’s Diagonal Argument

The method of proof that Cantor employed to
prove that the real numbers are uncountable
was contradiction.
Initial Claim: The set of real numbers is uncountable.
Proof. "Assume the set of real numbers and
the set of natural numbers are bijective. N is
countable, R is countable.
Suppose N and the decimals between (0,1)

are bijective. For every n 2 N there are corresponding decimals.
So, 1 corresponds with .a1 a2 a3 ...a x ; 2
corresponds with .b1 b2 b3 ...bx ; 3 corresponds
with .c1 c2 c3 ...c x ; and f corresponds with
.f1 f2 f3 ...fx , where a, b, c, and f are 2 N and
x 2 N ! •.
Choose n, where n corresponds to the decimal .n1 n2 n3 ... nx where n1 6= a1 , 0, 9; n2 6= b2 ,
0, 9; and n3 6= c3 , 0, 9 ... nx 6= zx .
As a result, n differs from every single number between (0,1). It differs diagonally, not corresponding with the decimal place that matches
its own number. Thus n is not included within
(0,1). So, this result contradicts the initial claim
and it is proven that the set of real numbers is
uncountable."

III.

Developments from Cantor’s
Diagonal Argument

The diagonalisation argument showed many
fundamental aspects of mathematics. As stated
before, the natural numbers have the smallest
cardinality of infinity: @0 . By showing that
the set of the natural numbers and the set of
the real numbers do not have one-to-one correspondence, it is gathered that the real numbers are a greater infinity. While this discovery
was extremely important, it is the diagonal
method that is most significant. Cantor used
this method once again to prove Cantor’s Theorem. Cantor elaborated upon this idea of different sized infinities. The proof deals with the
power sets of sets: the amount of subsets in a
set. By showing that the number of the subsets
of a set and the set itself did not have one-toone correspondence through diagonalisation,
Cantor proved that the cardinality of the power
set is always larger than the set from which it
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comes from. In 1901, the British mathematician, Bertrand Russell, took the diagonalisation
method to its fullest extent. Russell had gotten word in 1901 of Cantor’s Theorem, even
though it had yet to be published. Instead of
looking at the diagonal argument in terms of
its applications to number sets, Russell decided
to look at sets in general. While Russell’s paradox is often described in language as: a set
that includes every set except itself, it can also
be read as: a set which is different from every set, as well as itself. If X is a set that fits
the previous description, X 2 X. This, however, leads to a contradiction. If X 2
/ X, then a
contradiction is also met. Thus we find a paradox. While the diagonalisation method was
not used in the same way as Cantor’s Diagonal
Argument, the same concepts were employed.
Russell’s Paradox led to an entire reworking
of set theory, exposing its inconsistencies. The
foundations of mathematics were strengthened
with the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms, or ZFC axioms, that soon followed the paradox, and Kurt
Godel, with insights from the diagonal argument, proved his legendary Incompleteness
Theorems.

IV.

Principia Mathematica

Since the creation of set theory, the notion
of constructing a set of axioms from which
all mathematics can be derived, has enticed
countless mathematicians. In 1931, The Austrian mathematician Kurt Godel put an end
to the fierce search with his Incompleteness
Theorems. Frege’s initial attempts, in the 19th
century, to formalize all of mathematics were
met with Russell’s paradox. Russell showed
that naive set theory was unworkable. If X is
the set of sets that do not contain themselves,
then X is not an element of X. However this
means that X is an element of X. Thus a paradox arises.
"Let X=( x : x 2
/ x)
Thus X 2
/ X and X 2 X"
After his paradox was published, Russell
and the British mathematician Alfred North
Whitehead attempted to create a system in

which all mathematical truths could be derived
and proven from its axioms. After 17 years of
intense work, the third and final volume of the
Principia Mathematica was published in 1927.
These three volumes included extensive work
on the foundations of mathematics. The main
subjects were number theory, the real numbers,
and cardinality. Later volumes were planned,
but Russell and Whitehead never completed
them. With the publication of the third volume though, Russell and Whitehead believed
they had laid out enough on the foundations
of mathematics to provide a framework from
which all mathematical truth could be derived.
At first, the Principia Mathematica did not receive much attention from the mathematics
community. People were more intrigued by the
philosophical aspects of the book. Nonetheless,
there were still several mathematicians who
read the several thousand page tome. Ludwig
Wittgenstein was one of the first to provide a
critique of the Principia Mathematica. In his
Tractatus Logico Philosophicus. Wittgenstein
critique was in reference to the ’axiom of reducibility.’ In Russell’s Theory of Types, he
posited that all propositional functions have
a relation at every mathematical level. This
means that induction is a valid method of proof
because a function can be reduced to the first
level. This is absolutely necessary in understanding the foundations of mathematics, as
without it, functions could not be related across
levels. Wittgenstein believed that Russell, in
his proofs, was guilty of not recognizing that
his system of logic was dependent on an ’unmentioned’ higher set of logic.
"6.123
’It is clear that the laws of logic cannot themselves obey further logical
laws. (There is not, as Russell supposed, for every ’type’ a special law
of contradiction; but one is sufficient, since it is not applied to itself)’
6.1232
’Logical general validity, we could
call essential as opposed to ac-
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cidental general validity, e.g., of
the proposition "all men are mortal". Propositions like Russell’s "axiom of reducibility" are not logical
propositions, and this explains our
feeling that, if true, they can only
be true by a happy chance.’

the formal system X which cannot be proven
true or false.
Godel’s second Incompleteness Theorem
was more revolutionary: For any complex formal system X that has consistency, it is impossible to prove this consistency from the axioms
of X.

6.1233
’We can imagine a world in which
the axiom of reducibility is not
valid. But it is clear that logic has
nothing to do with the question
of whether our world is really of
this kind or not’" (Tractatus LogicoPhilosophicus).
The most important aspect of Wittgenstein’s critique is the idea that the logic Russell and Whitehead present in the Principia
Mathematica is based on something other than
logic. They have pushed logic as far as it can
go, but logic itself cannot show that logic is
logical.

V.

Godel and Incompleteness

Picking up from where Ludwig Wittgenstein
left off, Kurt Godel was able to turn set theory on its head. He used logical self-reference
to prove that for any system capable of arithmetic, it is impossible to prove that the system
is complete.
Essential to understanding the Incompleteness Theorems are the concepts: completeness,
consistency, and f ormal system. A f ormal
system is a set of finite axioms from which theorems can be derived. Completeness is where
a formal system can prove every single possible truth and falsehood. Consistency is when a
formal system does not prove a statement that
is both true and false (Stanford Encyclopedia
of Philosophy).

VII.

The brilliance of Godel was the way in which
he forced formal systems to ’talk’ about ’themselves.’ This is encapsulated in his utilization
of the Diagonal Lemma. This Lemma was first
used by Georg Cantor to prove that the real
numbers and the natural numbers do not have
one-to-one correspondence. If Cantor could
use this Lemma to show that the reals are uncountable, theoretically, it could also be shown
that formal systems capable of arithmetic could
also run into this ’uncountability’ problem. The
crux of the lemma is that when a statement
with a free variable is derived from the system
X, a sentence can be made where a statement
equivalent to the system can be chosen as the
variable. If X is a formal system where the
statement A(b) where b is a variable can be
derived, then the sentence Y can be made. Essentially Y, is talking about itself here.
X ` Y $ A (Y )
When the negation of this statement is
taken, there is an error because the statement
cannot say whether or not the system is consistent or not. Thus endlessly checking every possible statement is unnecessary because the system has just made clear in one step that it cannot make a decision. To prove X, Y must first
be proved and then, of course for Y another
system must be employed. Using induction
through diagonalisation, Godel’s Theorems are
proven to be true.

VI. First and Second
Incompleteness Theorems
The first theorem states that in any complex
mathematical system, there are statements in

Diagonal Argument and
Self-Reference

VIII.
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 "v2bBM H;Q`Bi?K 7Q`
_2H@hBK2 _2BM7Q`+2K2Mi G2`MBM;
BM  _2+m``2Mi `iB}+BH L2m`H
L2irQ`F
Pr2M G2//v

qBH/rQQ/ AMbiBimi2 7Q` ah1J _2b2`+? M/ .2p2HQTK2Mi UqAa_.V
Qr2MHR8!rBH/rQQ/XQ`;
#bi`+i
AM Q`/2` 7Q` K+?BM2 H2`MBM; iQ #2 bm++2bb7mHHv TTHB2/ iQ ?mKM@`Q#Qi BMi2`+iBQM- i?2
#b2M+2 Q7 +QKT`2?2MbBp2 [mMiBiiBp2 mM/2`biM/BM; Q7 ?mKM z2+i M/ bQ+BH T`Q+2/m`2 Kmbi
#2 +B`+mKp2Mi2/X AM i?Bb T`QQ7@Q7@+QM+2Ti bim/v-  /2bB;M TT`Q+? 7Q` `iB}+BH M2m`H M2irQ`Fb
ULLbV Bb 2tTHQ`2/ BM r?B+?- `i?2` i?M `2T`2b2MiBM; i?2 ;2MiǶb FMQrH2/;2 BM  M2irQ`F M/
QTiBKBxBM; i?2 T`2/B+i2/ Qmi+QK2 b2T`i2Hv- #2?pBQ` Bb `2T`2b2Mi2/ /B`2+iHv BM i?2 M2irQ`F M/
Bb H2`M2/ pB  `2BM7Q`+2K2Mi T`Q+2bb BMbTB`2/ #v #BQHQ;B+H H2`MBM;X  "v2bBM +iBp2 H2`MBM;
H;Q`Bi?K 7Q` `2+m``2Mi M2irQ`Fb Bb T`QTQb2/ #b2/ QM i?Bb /2bB;M TT`Q+?X h?2 H;Q`Bi?K b2H2+ib
;m2bb2b 7`QK  /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 ?vTQi?2b2b #Qmi r?i i?2 QTiBKH r2B;?i 7Q`  +QMM2+iBQM KB;?i
#2- M``QrBM; i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQM r?2M `2bmHib `2 TQbBiBp2 M/ rB/2MBM; i?2 b2`+? r?2M i?2v `2
M2;iBp2X S`2HBKBM`v TT`QtBKiBQMb Q7 i?2 H;Q`Bi?KǶb QTiBKH T`K2i2`b `2 Q#iBM2/ #v 
p2`bBQM Q7 i?2 ;2M2iB+ H;Q`Bi?K T`QTQb2/ #v G2mM; 2i HX rBi? bBKTHB}2/ +`QbbQp2` QT2`iBQMb
M/ M //2/ MM2HBM; 2z2+i (9)X

AX



AMi`Q/m+iBQM

LLb Q7 i?`22 Q` KQ`2 Hv2`b ?p2 #22M
T`Qp2M iQ #2 mMBp2`bH TT`QtBKiQ`b Q7
Mv +QMiBMmQmb `2H@pHm2/ 7mM+iBQM M/
`2 i?2`27Q`2  ?B;?Hv /Ti#H2 K+?BM2 H2`M@
BM; iQQH (k)X AM T`2/B+iBp2 722/@7Q`r`/ LLb2``Q` #+FT`QT;iBQM K2i?Q/b ?p2 K/2 i?Bb
H2`MBM; ?B;?Hv 2{+B2Mi (e)X >Qr2p2`- bQ+BH BM@
i2`+iBQM b M TTHB+iBQM `2[mB`2b M LL
iQ ?p2 bQK2 #BHBiv iQ biQ`2 BM7Q`KiBQM 7`QK
QM2 iBK2 bi2T iQ i?2 M2tiX h?2 `2bQM i?Bb
Bb i?2 +b2 Bb BMimBiBp2Hv Q#pBQmbX AM  ?m@
KM BMi2`+iBQM- BM i?2 iBK2 Bi iF2b  T2`@
bQM iQ bv Ǵ?2HHQ-Ǵ i?2 2ti2`MH +B`+mKbiM+2b
?p2 MQi +?M;2/- #mi i?2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 bv@
BM; Ǵ?2HHQǴ #2BM; M TT`QT`Bi2 +iBQM ?b ;QM2
7`QK M2`Hv mMBiv iQ M2`Hv x2`Q #2+mb2 i?2 T2`@
bQM ?b MQr H`2/v bB/ Ǵ?2HHQXǴ PM2 K2i?Q/
#v r?B+? i?Bb biQ`;2 Q7 +QMi2ti KB;?i #2 +@
+QKTHBb?2/ Bb i?2 mb2 Q7  iBK2@/2Hv LL#mi i?Bb K2i?Q/ rQmH/ #2 2ti`2K2Hv K2KQ`v@
BMi2MbBp2 bBM+2 ?B;?@`2bQHmiBQM iBK2 b2`B2b Q7 HH

BMTmib b r2HH b HH Tbi QmiTmib rQmH/ ?p2
iQ #2 KBMiBM2/ M/ H`;2 MmK#2`b Q7 722/@
7Q`r`/ MQ/2b rQmH/ #2 `2[mB`2/ iQ MHvx2
i?2b2 iBK2 b2`B2b- bHQrBM; H2`MBM; M/ //BM;
iQ K2KQ`v +QbibX _2+m``2Mi LLb `2  pB#H2
Hi2`MiBp2- ;Bp2M i?i i?2 `2i2MiBQM Q7  MQ/2\b
2t+BiiBQM 7`QK QM2 iBK2 bi2T iQ i?2 M2ti b r2HH
b i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv Q7 bi#H2 722/#+F HQQTb KF2b
biQ`;2 Q7 mb27mH BM7Q`KiBQM TQbbB#H2 rBi?Qmi
M2+2bbBiiBM; iBK2@/2Hv MQ/2bX >Qr2p2`- BM
KQbi ivT2b Q7 `2+m``2Mi LLb Ĝ rBi? i?2 2t+2T@
iBQM Q7 i?Qb2 i?i KF2 mb2 Q7 ?B;?Hv K2KQ`v@
BMi2MbBp2 Ǵ+QMi2tiǴ MQ/2b Ĝ #+F@T`QT;iBQM
M/ `2Hi2/ K2i?Q/b `2 BKTQbbB#H2X 6m`i?2`@
KQ`2- BM +`2iBM; M LL iQ +QMiBMmQmbHv +QM@
i`QH  `Q#Qi- i?2 H`;2 +QKTmiiBQMH +Qbi Q7
QTiBKBxBM; i?2 QmiTmi Q7 M LL i?i K2`2Hv
T`2/B+ib i?2 #2M2}i Q7 QmiTmi T2`KmiiBQMb 2p@
2`v iBK2 bi2T r?BH2 bBKmHiM2QmbHv `mMMBM; 
H2`MBM; T`Q+2bb rQmH/ KF2 `2H@iBK2 H2`MBM;
BKT`+iB+HX _2H@iBK2 H2`MBM; Bb M2+2bb`v #2@
+mb2 H`;2 i`BMBM; /i b2ib 7Q` `Q#Qi@?mKM
BMi2`+iBQM i?i [mMiBiiBp2Hv bb2bb z2+i M/
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+QKKmMB+iBQM 2{++v /Q MQi 2tBbiX h?2 M2+2b@
bBiv Q7 `2H@iBK2 H2`MBM; KF2b 2p2M KQ/2`i2
+QKTmiiBQM iBK2b T2` H2`MBM; iBK2 bi2T mM+@
+2Ti#H2X
AM #BQHQ;B+H #`BMb- i?2 `2r`/ M/ MiB@
`2r`/ Ti?rvb `2 /22THv BKTHB+i2/ BM H2`M@
BM;X AM `i KQ/2Hb- i?2 `2r`/ Ti?rv ?b
#22M b?QrM iQ K2/Bi2 TQi2MiBiBQM +?M;2b i
i?2 M2m`QMH H2p2H i?i H2/ iQ `2BM7Q`+2K2Mi
H2`MBM; (8)X h?Bb bm;;2bib i?i  K2i?Q/ #b2/
bQH2Hv QM `2r`/ M/ TmMBb?K2Mi `i?2` i?M
i?2 +H+mHiBQM M/ T`QT;iBQM Q7 2``Q` Bb 
pB#H2 K2Mb Q7 H2`MBM; #2?pBQ`bX h?2 KQbi
BMimBiBp2Hv Q#pBQmb K2i?Q/ Q7 KBKB+FBM; i?Bb #B@
QHQ;B+H H2`MBM; T`Q+2bb Bb #v +`2iBM; M LL
BM r?B+? TQbBiBp2 722/#+F Ĝ i?2 `2r`/ K2+?@
MBbK Ĝ +mb2b i?2 r2B;?ib Q7 +QMM2+iBQMb #2@
ir22M `2+2MiHv +iBpi2/ MQ/2b iQ BM+`2b2 M/
M2;iBp2 722/#+F Ĝ i?2 MiB@`2r`/ K2+?MBbK
Ĝ +mb2b i?2 bi`2M;i? #2ir22M `2+2MiHv +iBpi2/
MQ/2b iQ /2+`2b2X :Bp2M  biQ+?biB+ +iBp@
iBQM 7mM+iBQM 7Q` i?2 MQ/2b- QM2 rQmH/ 2tT2+i
#2?pBQ`b i?i `2bmHi BM TQbBiBp2 722/#+F iQ #2
`2T`Q/m+2/ KQ`2 Q7i2M M/ i?Qb2 i?i `2bmHi BM
M2;iBp2 722/#+F iQ #2 `2T`Q/m+2/ H2bb Q7i2MX
*HQb2` 2tKBMiBQM- ?Qr2p2`- `2p2Hb i?i i?Bb
KQ/2H ?b b2`BQmb ~rbX LQi#Hv- Bi Bb BM+@
T#H2 Q7 +QMbBbi2MiHv `2T`Q/m+BM; i?2 KQbi T`@
bBKQMBQmb `2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 i?2 HQ;B+H `2HiBQM
L. /m`BM; `2H@iBK2 H2`MBM;X h?2 bBKTH2bi
`2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 L. BM M LL Bb 7Q` irQ BM@
Tmi MQ/2b iQ +QMM2+i iQ i?2 QmiTmi MQ/2 rBi?
+QMM2+iBQM bi`2M;i?b H2bb i?M i?2 +iBpiBQM
i?`2b?QH/ Q7 i?2 QmiTmi MQ/2 M/ ;`2i2` i?M
Q` 2[mH iQ ?H7 i?2 +iBpiBQM i?`2b?QH/X A7 i?2
LL KM;2b iQ T`Q/m+2 i?Bb +QM};m`iBQM- b
Bi +QMiBMm2b iQ ;2i i?2 `2HiBQM `B;?i i?2 +QMM2+@
iBQMb #2ir22M i?2 BMTmi M/ QmiTmi MQ/2b rBHH
bi`2M;i?2M mMiBH 2p2MimHHv i?2B` r2B;?ib 2+?
2t+22/ i?2 +iBpiBQM i?`2b?QH/ Q7 i?2 QmiTmi
MQ/2- i r?B+? TQBMi i?2 ;i2 rBHH +?M;2 BMiQ
M P_ ;i2 M/ T`Q/m+2 BM+Q``2+i `2bmHib mMiBH
M2;iBp2 `2BM7Q`+2K2Mi 2p2MimHHv /2+`2b2b i?2
+QMM2+iBQM r2B;?ib bm{+B2MiHvX

AAX
AX

J2i?Q/b

G2`MBM; JQ/2H

h?2 2t+BiiBQM Q7  MQ/2 BM i?2 LL i iBK2 i
Bb /2}M2/ b 7QHHQrb,
E0 = 0, Et = Et

n
1

+
i =1

Ait Sit

URV

q?2`2 M Bb i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 MQ/2b BM i?2
M2irQ`F- Et Bb i?2 MQ/2Ƕb 2t+BiiBQM i iBK2 iX
Ait Bb i?2 +iBpiBQM Q7 MQ/2 B i iBK2 i- M/ Sit
Bb i?2 bi`2M;i? Q7 i?2 bvMTb2 +QMM2+iBM; 7`QK
MQ/2 B iQ i?2 7Q+H MQ/2X q?2M i?2 MQ/2 ;Bp2b
M QmiTmi Q7 R- 1 Bb `2b2i iQ yX
h?2 T`Q##BHBbiB+ +iBpiBQM 7mM+iBQM
Ub[mb?BM; 7mM+iBQMV mb2/ #v MQ/2b BM i?2 LL
Bb
0
P ( A t +1 = 1) =

Et l
1 l

1

: Et l
: l < Et < 1
: Et 1

UkV

r?2`2 H Bb i?2 +iBpiBQM i?`2b?QH/ T`K2i2`At Bb i?2 7Q+H MQ/2\b +iBpiBQM i iBK2 i- M/
P( At+1 = 1) Bb i?2 T`Q##BHBiv i?i i?2 MQ/2
rBHH +iBpi2 UBX2X ?p2 M +iBpiBQM Q7 R QM i?2
M2ti iBK2 bi2TVX A7 At+1 Bb MQi R- i?2M Bi Bb yX
h?2 bi`2M;i? Q7  ;Bp2M bvMTb2 rBi?  /2@
7mHi pHm2 S0 - M/ St Bb bKTH2/ 7`QK  MQ`KH
/Bbi`B#miBQM rBi? K2M St 1 M/ biM/`/ /2pB@
iBQM t X avMTb2 bi`2M;i?b `2 +QM}M2/ iQ i?2
BMi2`pH [ (n + 1), n + 1]X h?Bb b2`+? bT+2
HHQrb HH TQbbB#H2 #2?pBQ`b 7Q`  ;Bp2M MQ/2X
t ?b M/ BMBiBH pHm2 0 M/ mT/i2b +@
+Q`/BM; iQ i?2 7QHHQrBM; T`Q+2/m`2- 2t2+mi2/
2p2`v iBK2 bi2T,
7Q` B BM (R-M),
B7 An = y,
// B iQ  HBbi ?BbiQ`v
7Q` D BM (R-H2M;i? Q7 ?BbiQ`v),
B7 TQbBiBp2 722/#+F,
r
t +1 = t
B7 M2;iBp2 722/#+F,
t +1 = t + p
r?2`2 ` Bb i?2 `2r`/ bi`2M;i? T`K2i2` 7Q`
i?2 LL M/ T Bb i?2 TmMBb?K2Mi bi`2M;i?
T`K2i2`X
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AAX

PTiBKBxiBQM Q7 S`K2i2`b

hQ 2biBKi2  HQr2` #QmM/ 7Q` i?2 H2`MBM;
iBK2 Q7 i?2 T`QTQb2/ H2`MBM; H;Q`Bi?K- Bi Bb
M2+2bb`v iQ TT`QtBKi2 QTiBKH T`K2i2`b
7Q` i?2 H;Q`Bi?KX h?Bb rb ++QKTHBb?2/ mbBM;
 +QK#BMiBQM Q7 irQ /B`2+i2/ `M/QK b2`+?
i2+?MB[m2b 7Q` TT`QtBKiBM; i?2 ;HQ#H KtB@
KmK Q7  KmHiBp`Bi2 b2`+? bT+2 Ĝ MK2Hv
;2M2iB+ H;Q`Bi?Kb U:bV M/ bBKmHi2/ MM2H@
BM; UaVX h?2 : /2bB;M mb2/ rb B/2MiB+H iQ
i?i /2b+`B#2/ #v G2mM; 2i HX 2t+2Ti 7Q` i?2
Hi2`iBQMb /2b+`B#2/ ?2`2 (9)X AMbi2/ Q7 G2mM;
2i HXǶb +`QbbQp2` T`Q+2/m`2 i?i ;2M2`i2b  b2i
Q7 TQbbB#H2 bQHmiBQMb Ĝ ?2`2BM7i2` Ǵ;2MQivT2bǴ
Ĝ i?i BM+Hm/2b i?2 T`2Mib M/ b2p2`H TQbbB#H2
QzbT`BM; M/ b2H2+ib i?2 }ii2bi 7`QK i?Bb b2ii?2 : mb2/ ?2`2 bBKTHv T2`7Q`Kb `M/QK irQ@
TQBMi +`QbbQp2` #2ir22M i?2 T`2Mi ;2MQivT2b`M/QKHv b2H2+ib QM2 Q7 i?2 `2bmHiBM; ;2MQK2bM/ //b Bi iQ i?2 TQTmHiBQM 7Q` i?2 M2ti ;2M@
2`iBQMX //BiBQMHHv- i?2 }iM2bb Q7 i?2 H2bi
}i ;2MQivT2 BM i?2 TQTmHiBQM rb bm#i`+i2/
7`QK i?2 }iM2bb Q7 HH Qi?2` ;2MQivT2b #27Q`2
b2H2+iBQM rb T2`7Q`K2/X h?Bb 2Mbm`2/ i?i
 TQTmHiBQM +QmH/ MQi bi;Mi2 BM  bii2 BM
r?B+? BM+`2K2MiH TQbBiBp2 +?M;2b rQmH/ #2
M2;HB;B#H2 +QKT`2/ iQ #bQHmi2 }iM2bbX
h?2 2pQHp2/ T`K2i2`b 7Q` i?2 LL `2 i?2
/27mHi bvMTb2 bi`2M;i? S0 - i?2 /27mHi biM@
/`/ /2pBiBQM 0 - i?2 TmMBb?K2Mi bi`2M;i? TM/ i?2 `2r`/ bi`2M;i? ` i?2 HQr2` +iBpiBQM
i?`2b?QH/ HX "b2/ QM i?2 `2+QKK2M/iBQMb
QmiHBM2/ BM >K#HBMǶb `2pB2r TT2`-  KmiiBQM
`i2 Q7 yXk KmiiBQMb T2` T`K2i2` T2` ;2M2`@
iBQM Ĝ BX2X R T2` ;2MQK2 T2` ;2M2`iBQM Ĝ rb
+?Qb2MX JmiiBQMb r2`2 MQ`KHHv /Bbi`B#mi2/
#Qmi i?2 T`2pBQmb pHm2 rBi? biM/`/ /2pB@
iBQM Q7 yXkX HH T`K2i2`b r2`2 T`2p2Mi2/
7`QK iFBM; M2;iBp2 pHm2bX 6Q` T2`7Q`KM+2
`2bQMb- T rb #QmM/2/ iQ i?2 BMi2`pH (y- yXR)X
hQ ++QmMi 7Q` i?Bb- i?2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM Q7
KmiiBQMb TTHB2/ iQ T rb `2/m+2/ #v  7+@
iQ` Q7 i2MX 1`Hv i2bib Q7 i?2 H2`MBM; K2i?Q/
bm;;2bi2/ i?i bKHH pHm2b Q7 T `2 /2bB`#H2bQ Bi Bb bbmK2/ i?i i?Bb HBKBiiBQM /Q2b MQi
T`2+Hm/2 i?2 QTiBKH bQHmiBQMX 6Q` T2`7Q`KM+2
`2bQMb-  bKTH2 7`QK  MQ`KH /Bbi`B#miBQM

rBi? biM/`/ /2pBiBQM H2bb i?M yXyk rb H@
rvb bbmK2/ iQ #2 2[mH iQ i?2 K2M Q7 i?2
/Bbi`B#miBQMc KmiiBQMb TTHB2/ iQ T r2`2 2t@
2KTi2/ 7`QK i?Bb b?Q`i+miX
h?2 }iM2bb 7mM+iBQM #v r?B+? +?`QKQbQK2b
BM i?2 : r2`2 bb2bb2/ iQQF i?2 7Q`K Q7 
b2`B2b Q7 i2bib BM r?B+? M LL Q7 7Qm` MQ/2b
mbBM; i?2 T`K2i2`b bT2+B}2/ #v i?2 ;Bp2M
+?`QKQbQK2 rb i`BM2/ iQ `2THB+i2 i?2 L.P_- M/ sP_ HQ;B+ ;i2b BM bm++2bbBQM Ub22
i#H2 RVX G2`MBM; i?2b2 HQ;B+ ;i2b Bb  bmBi@
#H2 H2`MBM; ibF 7Q` #2+mb2 i?2 Qmi+QK2b `2
#BM`v Ĝ 2Bi?2` i?2 QmiTmi Bb i?2 +Q``2+i #Bi Q`
Bi Bb i?2 BM+Q``2+i #Bi Ĝ KFBM; Bi 2bv iQ ;Bp2
 b2i `2r`/ 7Q` HH +Q``2+i Mbr2`b M/  TmM@
Bb?K2Mi 7Q` HH BM+Q``2+i Mbr2`b M/ #2+mb2
B7 M LL Bb +T#H2 Q7 H2`MBM; HH i?`22 Q7
i?2b2 HQ;B+ ;i2b- i?2 BMp2`b2 Q7 Mv Q7 i?2K
+M #2 Q#iBM2/ #v +QMM2+iBM; Bi rBi?  M2;@
iBp2 bvMTb2 bi`2M;i? iQ M QmiTmi MQ/2 HQM;
rBi? MQi?2` BMTmi i?i Bb +QMbiMiHv R- vB2H/@
BM; LL.- LP_- M/ sLP_- M/ 7`QK i?2b2
bBt `2HiBQMb KMv +QKTQmM/ `2HiBQMb +M #2
+QMbi`m+i2/ iQ vB2H/ ?B;?Hv +QKTH2t #2?pBQ`
bmBi#H2 7Q` `Q#QiB+b TTHB+iBQMbX
1+? ;2MQivT2 rb i2bi2/ ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2
7QHHQrBM; T`Q+2/m`2,
7Q`
:h1
BM
(L.P_sP_),
r?BH2 i I iKt  +QMb2+miBp2
+Q``2+i QmiTmib I +,
 4 `M/QK R Q` y
# 4 `M/QK R Q` y
M2irQ`F 4 +`2i2 M MQ/2b
+QMM2+i
M2irQ`F
BM
7mHHv
`2+m``2Mi bi`m+im`2
QmiTmi 4 y
/Q j iBK2b,
mT/i2 M2irQ`F ++Q`/BM; iQ
H2`MBM; KQ/2H
B7 QmiTmi MQ/2 +iBpiBQM 44 R,
QmiTmi 4 R
B7 QmiTmi 44  :h1 #,
+QMb2+miBp2 +Q``2+i QmiTmib YY
i 4 i Y R
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h#H2 R, h`mi? i#H2 7Q` L.- P_- M/ sP_ HQ;B+ ;i2bX


R
R
y
y

#
R
y
R
y

 L. #
R
y
y
y

h?2 M2irQ`Fb r2`2 `mM 7Q` j iBK2 bi2Tb
#2+mb2 BM  M2irQ`F Q7 9 MQ/2b  bB;MH +M
i`p2H +`Qbb i KQbi j +QMM2+iBQMb #27Q`2 `2@
im`MBM; iQ  MQ/2 Bi ?b H`2/v pBbBi2/X h?Bb
HHQrb  rB/2 p`B2iv Q7 K2+?MBbKb 7Q` 7Q`KBM;
i?2 HQ;B+ ;i2bX
h?2 }iM2bb 7mM+iBQM bb2bb2/ QM i?Bb i2bi
T`Q+2/m`2 rb
F = gt2max

g
i =1

t2i

UjV

r?2`2 g Bb i?2 MmK#2` Q7 HQ;B+ ;i2b #2BM;
i2bi2/ M/ ti Bb i?2 MmK#2` Q7 iBK2 bi2Tb iF2M
iQ H2`M ;i2 iX a[m`BM; i?2 H2`MBM; iBK2 QM
2+? ;i2 7pQ`b r2HH@`QmM/2/ ;2MQivT2b Qp2`
i?Qb2 i?i 2t+2H i T`Q/m+BM; +2`iBM ;i2b i
i?2 2tT2Mb2 Q7 TQQ` T2`7Q`KM+2 QM Qi?2`bX
am#i`+iBM; i?2 bmK Q7 i?2 b[m`2b 7`QK i?2
b[m`2 Q7 i?2 KtBKmK iBK2 KmHiBTHB2/ #v i?2
MmK#2` Q7 ;i2b 2z2+iBp2Hv ;Bp2b i?2 /Bz2`2M+2
#2ir22M i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7 i?2 ;2MQivT2 M/
i?2 rQ`bi@+b2 b+2M`BQX
h?2 pHm2 n = 4 rb +?Qb2M #2+mb2 Bi Bb
i?2 H2bi MmK#2` Q7 MQ/2b +T#H2 Q7 `2T`2b2Mi@
BM; HH i?`22 ;i2bX h?2 L. M/ P_ ;i2b
+M #2 7Q`K2/ rBi? i?`22 MQ/2b- #mi i?2 sP_
;i2 `2[mB`2b i H2bi QM2 ?B//2M MQ/2X "2+mb2
i?2 T`K2i2`b Q7 i?2 LL `2 +QMiBMmQmb- i?2
b2`+? bT+2 ?b MQ +QM+2Ti Q7 M2B;?#Q` TQ@
bBiBQMbX  T`Q+2bb FBM iQ a rb i?2`27Q`2
BKTH2K2Mi2/ #v KFBM; i?2 }iM2bb 7mM+iBQM
KQ`2 /2KM/BM; Qp2` bm++2bbBp2 ;2M2`iBQMbX
h?Bb rb ++QKTHBb?2/ #v BM+`2K2MiBM; Ĝ i
`2;mH`- T`2/2i2`KBM2/ BMi2`pHb Ĝ i?2 MmK#2`
Q7 +QMb2+miBp2 +Q``2+i QmiTmib 7`QK i?2 LL
`2[mB`2/ iQ +QMbB/2`  HQ;B+ ;i2 bm++2bb7mHHv
H2`M2/ UcV M/ #v /2+`2bBM; #v  T`2/2i2`@
KBM2/ KQmMi 2+? iBK2 bi2T i?2 KtBKmK
KQmMi Q7 iBK2 HHQr2/ iQ H2`M  HQ;B+ ;i2

 P_ #
R
R
R
y

 sP_ #
y
R
R
y

Utmax VX h?2 Hii2` `2bi`B+iBQM rb BKTH2K2Mi2/
T`BK`BHv iQ `2/m+2 +QKTmiiBQMH +Qbib #b2/
QM i?2 bbmKTiBQM i?i b i?2 Qp2`HH }iM2bb Q7
;2MQivT2b BM i?2 TQTmHiBQM BKT`Qp2/- Bi rQmH/
MQ HQM;2` #2 M2+2bb`v iQ HHQr i?2 H2`MBM; T`Q@
+2bb iQ `mM 7Q` b KMv iBK2 bi2Tb BM Q`/2` iQ
/BbiBM;mBb? #2ir22M i?2KX h?2 pHm2b +?Qb2M
7Q` T`2HBKBM`v `mMb Q7 i?2 : r2`2 c = 1000
M/ tmax = 100000X b  T`2HBKBM`v i2bi- i?2
: rb `mM 7Q` Ryy ;2M2`iBQMb rBi?  TQTmH@
iBQM bBx2 Q7 jyX

AAAX

_2bmHib

h?2 }ii2bi ;2MQivT2 7`QK 2+? Q7 i?2 Hbi i2M
;2M2`iBQMb Q7 i?2 : r2`2 2pHmi2/ ++Q`/BM;
iQ 2[miBQM UjV Ryy iBK2b 2+? iQ }M/ i?2 p2`@
;2 }iM2bbX h?2 Hbi ;2MQivT2 rb MQi i?2 QMHv
QM2 i2bi2/ #2+mb2 i?2 bKHH TQTmHiBQM bBx2 Q7
i?2 : M/ i?2 RyyW +`QbbQp2` `i2 +QmH/ TQ@
i2MiBHHv H2/ iQ ;2M2iB+ /`B7i i?i rQmH/ +mb2 
i`MbB2Mi /2+`2b2 BM p2`;2 }iM2bb QM i?2 Hbi
;2M2`iBQMX :2M2`iBQMb #27Q`2 i?2 }MH i2M
r2`2 M2;H2+i2/ /m2 iQ i?2B` bm#biMiBHHv HQr2`
pHm2b Q7 + `2bmHiBM; 7`QK i?2 a@HBF2 TQ`iBQM
Q7 i?2 b2`+? T`Q+2bbX h?2 BMBiBHHv ;m2bb2/ T@
`K2i2`b r2`2 HbQ bb2bb2/ BM i?2 bK2 KMM2`
iQ T`QpB/2 M BM/B+iBQM Q7 i?2 Qp2`HH BKT`Qp2@
K2Mi BM H2`MBM; iBK2b +`2i2/ #v i?2 :X
h?2 }ii2bi ;2MQivT2 BM i?2 `M;2 2tK@
BM2/ US0 = 0.2684, r = 1.2057, p = 0.0931, l =
0.9931, 0 = 0.1699V TT2`2/ BM ;2M2`iBQM N9rBi? F = 2.99141E10 X *QKT`2/ iQ i?2 BMBiBH
;m2bb ;2MQivT2 US0 = 0.5, r = 0.5, p = 0.05, l =
0.5, 0 = 0.2V- i?Bb ;2MQivT2 `2/m+2/ H2`MBM;
iBK2b #v 3dX8e9jW- N9Xde83W- M/ d3X9Rj8W
7Q` i?2 L.- P_- M/ sP_ HQ;B+ ;i2b `2bT2+@
iBp2Hv Ub22 i#H2 kVX
h?2 MQKHQmbHv 7BHm`2 Q7 i?2 ;2MQivT2 b2@
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h#H2 k, LmK#2` Q7 2tKTH2b M2+2bb`v iQ H2`M L.- P_- M/ sP_ 7Q` i?2 }ii2bi ;2MQivT2b BM i?2 Hbi
Ry : ;2M2`iBQMb UK2M Qp2` Ryy i2bib Ǭ a.- tmax 4 Ryyyy- + 4 RyyyVX LQi2, T`K2i2`b
`2 BM i?2 Q`/2` i?2v TT2` BM ;2MQK2b BM i?2 : 7Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2b Q7 +`QbbQp2`X AMBiBH ;m2bb
BM+Hm/2/ 7Q` +QKT`BbQMX

i
y
NR
Nk
Nj
N9
N8
Ne
Nd
N3
NN
Ryy

S0
yX8yyy
yXR9dy
yXy8yN
yXy8yN
yXke39
yXke39
yXke39
yXkRRy
yX9k3N
yXkRjy
yXR8yN

`
yX8yyy
RXej88
RXky8d
RXky8d
RXky8d
RXky8d
RXky8d
RXky8d
RXky8d
RXkeNe
RXj3kN

T
yXy8yy
yXy3dk
yXyNjN
yXyNjN
yXyNjR
yXyNjR
yXyNjR
yXyejy
yXyNdj
yXyN8e
yXyNdj

H
yX8yyy
yX389y
yXNRje
yXNNjR
yXNNjR
yXNR89
yXNRjj
RXkRNR
yXNRjj
yX3RRy
yX3jd3

0

yXkyyy
RXj9Ry
yXReNN
yXjNjk
yXReNN
RXNjjd
RXee89
kXk9j8
RX3eee
yXR9yd
RXee89

L.
8k98eXjd Ǭ j8jkNXRj
RyRdkXdd Ǭ 33kkX9N
d9y8XNd Ǭ eek9Xky
eNRjX9N Ǭ e8dyXy9
e8kjXjj Ǭ dkRdX8d
ddN8XyN Ǭ eeN8XNy
N9ekXdN Ǭ 3ejeXeN
RyyyyyXyy Ǭ yXyy
Ryy3eXk3 Ǭ Nkd8X88
Ry3NdXdN Ǭ RReedXNe
Ny93X8k Ǭ 3d8RXy8

H2+i2/ 7`QK ;2M2`iBQM Nd +M #2 2tTHBM2/ #v
i?2 7+i i?i l 2t+22/2/ R /m2 iQ  KmiiBQMKFBM; i?2 +iBpiBQM 7mM+iBQM  bi2T 7mM+iBQMX
Ai Bb `2bQM#H2 iQ bT2+mHi2 i?i i?2 bBM;H2 2pH@
miBQM Q7 F Q#iBM2/ /m`BM; 2t2+miBQM Q7 i?2 :
rb M QmiHB2` +b2 M/ i?i `2T2i2/ i2biBM; `2@
p2H2/ i?2 ;2MQivT2Ƕb Qp2`HH TQQ` T2`7Q`KM+2X

AoX .Bb+mbbBQM M/ 6mim`2
.B`2+iBQMb
h?2 H2`MBM; iBK2b ;Bp2M #v i?2 LL 7i2` BK@
T`Qp2K2Mi #v i?2 : `2 biBHH p2`v ?B;? 7Q` bm+?
M 2H2K2Mi`v H2`MBM; ibF- #mi ;Bp2M i?i
bm+? /`KiB+ BKT`Qp2K2Mib BM T2`7Q`KM+2
r2`2 b22M /2bTBi2 i?2 7+i i?i i?2 TQTmHiBQM
bBx2 M/ MmK#2` Q7 ;2M2`iBQMb mb2/ 7Q` i?2
: `2 p2`v bKHH +QKT`2/ iQ i?Qb2 mb2/ #v
Qi?2` QTiBKBxiBQM bim/B2b BMpQHpBM; :b M/
i?i i?2 : rb QMHv `mM  bBM;H2 iBK2- i?2 :
/2b+`B#2/ #Qp2 Kv #2 mb2/ iQ KF2 7m`i?2`
BKT`Qp2K2Mib iQ i?2 H;Q`Bi?KǶb H2`MBM; iBK2b
(R)X //BiBQMHHv- /2T2M/BM; mTQM i?2 TTHB+@
iBQM- M``QrBM; i?2 b2`+? bT+2 7Q` +QMM2+iBQM
bi`2M;i?b M/ HBKBiBM; i?2 MmK#2` Q7 `2+m``2Mi
+QMM2+iBQMb BM i?2 M2irQ`F Kv 7m`i?2` `2/m+2
H2`MBM; iBK2b BM //BiBQM iQ i?2 mb2 Q7 i?2 BK@
T`Qp2/ T`K2i2` b2i bm;;2bi2/ #v i?2 :X A7
i?2 b2`+? bT+2 7Q` bvMTb2 bi`2M;i?b Bb Hi2`2/-

P_
k3RjyX99Ǭ 9y398Xke
RddRX8N Ǭ 39RX8k
R89RXkk Ǭ dkjXkd
R9jRXyN Ǭ 83yXRy
R9dkX9R Ǭ 8RkXy3
ReRjXRd Ǭ ej8Xd9
Re98Xe8 Ǭ dyRX3k
RyyyyyXyy Ǭ yXyy
R8RkXyj Ǭ 8kyXyk
R8eRX9j Ǭ 83kXRd
R8djXkd Ǭ 8NyXRy

sP_
kNdkyXedǬ k3d8jXkd
d3d8X3d Ǭ edN9XN3
8NyjX9y Ǭ 9RjeX39
e9dyXe9 Ǭ 9j98X88
e9R8Xee Ǭ 9Nd9Xjd
edjNXdR Ǭ eNNeXyR
dyNeXe8 Ǭ ee98Xyj
RyyyyyXyy Ǭ yXyy
8dN9X88 Ǭ 8R99Xe9
3k98Xy3 Ǭ eed9Xde
djj8XR8 Ǭ 8jeRX83

i?2 2pQHp2/ T`K2i2`b T2`iBMBM; iQ i?2 biM@
/`/ /2pBiBQM Q7 i?2 M2ti@;m2bb /Bbi`B#miBQM
Ĝ BX2X r- p- M/ 0 Ĝ b?QmH/ #2 /Dmbi2/ T`Q@
TQ`iBQMHHvX AM Q`/2` iQ /2i2`KBM2 ?Qr #2bi iQ
T`mM2 `2+m``2Mi +QMM2+iBQMb iQ `2/m+2 H2`MBM;
iBK2 r?BH2 KBMiBMBM; p2`biBHBiv M/ +T+@
Biv 7Q` iBK2@/2T2M/2Mi QmiTmi- Bi Bb HBF2Hv i?i
 H`;2` M2irQ`F rBHH M22/ iQ #2 +QMbi`m+i2/
QM  ;`B/ M/ i?2 +QMM2+iBQM /BbiM+2 p`B2/
iQ QTiBKBx2 H2`MBM; iBK2 7Q`  H2`MBM; ibF
iFBM; KmHiBTH2 BMTmib M/ T`QpB/BM; KmHiBTH2
#BM`v QmiTmibX h?Bb QTiBKBxiBQM Kv #2 +@
+QKTHBb?2/ #v +Q`b2@;`BMBM; i?2 b2`+? bT+2
M/ mbBM; bBKmHi2/ MM2HBM; Q`  +QKT`2@
?2MbBp2 b2`+? iQ /2i2`KBM2 r?i +QMM2+iBQM
/BbiM+2 Q` /Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 +QMM2+iBQM /BbiM+2b
vB2H/b i?2 HQr2bi H2`MBM; iBK2bX
Ai Bb HbQ TQbbB#H2 i?i  KQ`2 2ti`2K2
KQ/B}+iBQM Q7 i?2 H2`MBM; T`Q+2bb Kv #2
M2+2bb`v iQ 7m`i?2` BKT`Qp2 H2`MBM; iBK2bX
Ai Bb TQbbB#H2 i?i i?2 ;`/B2Mi@7QHHQrBM; H;Q@
`Bi?K T`QTQb2/ #v qBHHBKb M/ wBTb2` +QmH/
#2 KQ/B}2/ bQ i?i i?2 QmiTmi MQ/2b rQmH/
2+? `2T`2b2Mi  T`Q##BHBiv Q7 T2`7Q`KBM; 
T`iB+mH` QmiTmi #2?pBQ`- M/ `2BM7Q`+2K2Mi
rQmH/ #2 T2`7Q`K2/ #v i`2iBM;  7pQ`#H2
`2bTQMb2 iQ T2`7Q`KBM;  #2?pBQ` Q` M mM7@
pQ`#H2 `2bTQMb2 iQ MQi T2`7Q`KBM;  #2?pBQ`
b  i`BMBM; /imK rBi?  i`;2i pHm2 Q7 R i
i?i QmiTmi MQ/2 M/ M mM7pQ`#H2 `2bTQMb2
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iQ T2`7Q`KBM;  #2?pBQ` Q` M mM7pQ`#H2
`2bTQMb2 iQ MQi T2`7Q`KBM;  #2?pBQ` rQmH/
HBF2rBb2 #2 i`2i2/ b  i`BMBM; /imK rBi?
 i`;2i pHm2 Q7 yX h?Bb TT`Q+? Qz2`b i?2
TQbbB#BHBiv Q7 `2/m+BM; i?2 MmK#2` Q7 2tKTH2b
`2[mB`2/ iQ H2`M  `2HiBQM #2ir22M irQ BMTmibX
>Qr2p2`- #b2/ QM qBHHBKb M/ wBTb2`bǶ +?`@
+i2`BxiBQM Q7 i?2B` H;Q`Bi?K- Bi b22Kb HBF2Hv
iQ +QK2 i i?2 +Qbi Q7 BM+`2b2/ +QKTmiiBQMH
2tT2Mb2 /m`BM; `2H@iBK2 H2`MBM;- TQi2MiBHHv
HBKBiBM; i?2 #BHBiv Q7 M miQMQKQmb `Q#Qi
iQ 2KTHQv i?2 H;Q`Bi?K- M/ rQmH/ HbQ 7`2@
[m2MiHv }M/ HQ+H KtBK BM i?2 b2`+? bT+2
Q7 bvMTb2 bi`2M;i?b `i?2` i?M ;HQ#H KtBK
bBM+2 Bi Bb  ;`/B2Mi@7QHHQrBM; H;Q`Bi?K M/
/Q2b MQi ?p2 i?2 TQi2MiBH 7Q` 2tTHQ`iBQM H@
HQr2/ #v i?2 p`B#H2 biM/`/ /2pBiBQM Q7 i?2
M2ti@;m2bb /Bbi`B#miBQM 2KTHQv2/ BM i?2 H;Q@
`Bi?K /2b+`B#2/ ?2`2 (d)X HH Q7 i?Bb +QMD2+im`2
rBHH `2[mB`2  [mMiBiiBp2 ?2/@iQ@?2/ +QK@
T`BbQM Q7 i?2 irQ H;Q`Bi?Kb iQ i2biX

(k) >Q`MBF- Em`i- Jtr2HH aiBM+?+QK#2- M/
>H#2` q?Bi2X ǴJmHiBHv2` 622/7Q`r`/
L2m`H L2irQ`Fb `2 lMBp2`bH TT`QtBK@
iQ`bXǴ L2m`H L2irQ`Fb k URN3NV, j8N@eeX
(j) E`mb+?F2- CQ?M EX Ǵ"v2bBM TT`Q+?2b iQ
bbQ+BiBp2 G2`MBM;, 6`QK SbbBp2 iQ +@
iBp2 G2`MBM;XǴ G2`MBM; M/ "2?pBQ` jeMQX j Ukyy3V, kRy@keX
(9) G2mM;- 6`MF >X 6X- >X EX GK- aX >X
GBM;- M/ S2i2` EX aX hKX ǴhmMBM; Q7
i?2 ai`m+im`2 M/ S`K2i2`b Q7  L2m`H
L2irQ`F lbBM; M AKT`Qp2/ :2M2iB+ H;Q@
`Bi?KXǴ A111 h`Mb+iBQMb QM L2m`H L2i@
rQ`Fb R9- MQX R UCMm`v kyyjVX
(8) _2vMQH/b- CQ?M LX CX- "`BM AX >vHM/- M/
C2z`2v _X qB+F2MbX Ǵ *2HHmH` J2+?MBbK
Q7 _2r`/@_2Hi2/ G2`MBM;XǴ Lim`2 9Rj
Ua2Ti2K#2` e- kyyRV, ed@dyX

_272`2M+2b

(e) hB- .pB/ *X hX- M/ a?m@?mB qmX ǴGQ;B+
:i2 MHvbBb rBi? 622/ 6Q`r`/ L2m`H
L2irQ`FXǴ q>JSP \ M AMi2`/Bb+B@
THBM`v CQm`MH 8R UkyyeV, kj8@8RX

(R) >K#HBM- ai2p2MX ǴPM i?2 S`+iB+H lb;2
Q7 :2M2iB+ H;Q`Bi?Kb BM 1+QHQ;v M/ 1pQ@
HmiBQMXǴ J2i?Q/b BM 1+QHQ;v M/ 1pQHmiBQMkyRkX

(d) qBHHBKb- _QMH/ CX- M/ .pB/ wBTb2`X Ǵ
G2`MBM; H;Q`Bi?K 7Q` *QMiBMmHHv _mM@
MBM; 6mHHv _2+m``2Mi L2m`H L2irQ`FbXǴ
L2m`H *QKTmiiBQM R URN3NV, kdy@3yX
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Creating Solid Potassium
Nitrate-Based Rocket Engines
David Olin
Wildwood Institute for STEM Research and Development (WISRD)
davido16@wildwood.org
This research is one component of an ongoing project attempting to create a sounding
rocket that can travel up to a significant altitude. A sounding rocket is essentially a rocket
designed to collect sub orbital data while in
flight. Getting a rocket into orbit costs millions and is definitely unfeasible, however it is
certainly possible to create a sounding rocket
which can still reach an impressive height and
collect actual data. Most sub-orbital rockets
are actually quite simple. They are just cardboard tubes packed with solid fuel and maybe
a nose cone on top to make them slightly more
aerodynamic. It is easy for anyone to buy these
cardboard rocket motors from companies like
Estes, and there are no shortage of kits for
building rocket bodies to put them in. The
ease of this process is precisely why I did not
choose it; anyone can follow the instructions to
"make a rocket" but they are not really making
it. They are allowing someone else to make
it and then putting a few simple components
together. In order to actually learn something
about rocketry, I needed to create things from
scratch.
With this in mind, the first component that
needed to be created was the motor. The motor
is the key to any rocket. Technically, a single
store-bought Estes motor could still qualify as
a rocket on its own. The body of the rocket
and its payload only serve to give purpose to
the motor?s launch. In a motor, an oxidation
reaction is induced which then expands inside
a chamber and increases the pressure within
it. That high pressure is then forced to move
to an area of lower pressure through a nozzle.
The force of the exhaust rapidly exiting the
nozzle is what acts against the rocket and gives
it thrust. The propellant is made up of two

components: the fuel and the oxidizer. The
oxidizer rapidly accepts electrons from the fuel,
causing a massive increase in heat and light,
leading to expansion and increase in pressure.
Though this is the basic premise off which
motors run, there is significant variation in the
type of motor. The two main kinds of motors
are motors that use liquid and solid propellant.
Liquid propellants are, as the name would suggest, propellants using liquid fuel and oxidizer.
Large rockets such as those that make it into
orbit tend to use liquid propellants as a main
booster, combining super-cooled liquid oxygen
as an oxidizer and liquid hydrogen as a fuel.
But in an entire spacecraft launch there are often many different types of propellants serving
specific functions. The other type of propellant
– solid – is less efficient, but is far more manageable. It is composed of a relatively stable
mixture of fuel and oxidizer, which is ignited
and then burns through all of its propellant.
Though less effective, they are still used as
boosters for some larger launch systems, such
as those of the space shuttle back when it was
in operation. In addition, their ease of use and
practicality make them the propellant of choice
for low-altitude rocketry.
Solid propellant rockets have the same base
components as liquid ones – a fuel and an
oxidizer – but the motor design is much simpler. Instead of the complex cooling and intake
systems used in liquid rockets, all that is necessary is for the propellant to be tightly packed
into a casing. In order for it to function well, a
solid nozzle needs to be placed at the bottom
of the motor to direct the flow of the exhaust.
In addition, it is common to give the propellant an open core. This increases the inside
surface area, allowing it to burn faster, giving
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it a higher exhaust velocity. Slower-burning
propellant can also be placed on top of the
faster-burning one as a time delay. When the
time delay runs out, it can ignite more fuel on
top, blasting off an end cap, which can cause
a parachute to deploy or send flames into the
next stage of the rocket, igniting more propellant. In addition, there are often other chemical
substances used in order to improve its effectiveness. In addition, binders are necessary to
solidify and liquefy the mixture respectively,
in order to allow it to be poured into the motor

casing and form a solid structure.
These basic parameters have been the basis
for all attempts at making rocket motors up to
this point. The first and most crucial step of
the motor building process was preparing the
propellant. In order to create this a simple but
effective mixture of charcoal, potassium nitrate,
red gum, sulfur, and acetone, was used. 76% of
the mixture was the oxidizer, potassium nitrate,
and another 18% was charcoal, the fuel. Potassium nitrate is a very common oxidizer and
is useful because it will not react easily due

Figure 1: Burned propellant after powder was tested in a stainless steel crucible.

Figure 2: Crucible filled with tightly backed propellant shavings mid-burn.
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to pressure, such as ramming the propellant
inside the motor, but if sparked, say by a fuse,
it will oxidize very effectively. Charcoal was
used as the fuel because it is easily obtainable
and came in the form of a very fine powder. 4%
sulfur was then added, sulfur is hygroscopic,
meaning it absorbs water, so any moisture in
the motor would be absorbed by the sulfur instead of the charcoal. 4% red gum was added
because it is a binder. This means that the
powdered propellant mixture can more easily
form a solid pellet when rammed into a motor
casing.
These ingredients were combined to create
a total 100-gram mixture, and then placed into
a rock tumbler with eight brass pellets. The
rock tumbler milled the powder thoroughly,
and the brass pellets increased the amount
the powder was mixed but would not spark
if they collided, ensuring the mixture would
not accidentally react. After milling for twelve
hours, they were removed and stored.
First, a clay mixture was created to form the
nozzle mold of the rocket motor. This mixture
was composed of 66% clay powder and 34%
sand, it did not require any milling time. Its
purpose was simply to form a nonreactive compound that would become solid when rammed
into the based of the rocket motor.

Second, this propellant mixture was tested
by pouring a line over the flat of a counter
and igniting it with the flame of a Bunsen
burner, but the line ignited quite poorly. It
ignited somewhat better when placed inside a
stainless steel crucible, but still it burned quite
slowly. This combustion is described by the
following chemical equation, omitting acetone
and red gum: 2KNO3 (s) + 3C(s) + S(s) ! N2 (g)
+ 3CO2 (g) + K2 S(s).
It was decided to go ahead and create a
rocket motor using that propellant anyway to
see how it would function. A 7.5 inch long,
0.75 inch diameter piece of PVC pipe was used
as a motor casing. A mold to create a nozzle
and core was created digitally and 3D printed
and then placed inside the PVC pipe. After
that, 2 grams of the clay mixture were added
and rammed down with a piece of wood. The
clay successfully formed the hardened nozzle
mold after several minutes hammering down
the piece wood. After that it was time to add
the propellant, which would total 30 grams.
However, it was first necessary to add 2.25ml
of Acetone in order to allow the mixture to
solidify. After the acetone was stirred in with
the rest of the propellant, it was poured in and
rammed down bit by bit in the same manner
as the clay mixture. The end product was

Figure 3: Test motor post-burn. Note the burnt fuel at the bottom of the ring stand.
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an engine with no time delay. However, the
propellant had stuck to well not only to the
sides of the casing but also to the core spindle,
and when the core spindle was removed part
of it broke inside of the motor. This would
impede exhaust flow and seal the engine shut
with melting plastic, it would also prevent the
fuse from even being placed inside the motor,
so it needed to be removed. Unfortunately
the rest of the spindle was finally removed a
solid pellet of fuel was removed with it. The
motor casing would need to be prepared again.
However, it was decided to make the best of
the problem and try and test the removed fuel
pellet. A chisel was used to separate the fuel
from the core spindle, and the shavings were
placed inside of a stainless steel crucible. These
shavings were lit with a Bunsen burner flame
as well, and the results were far more successful than previous tests. It burned rapidly and
required a lesser spark. It would appear that
solidifying the mixture allowed for an easier
burn as all of the propellant was more tightly
packed.
After that, a very simple motor was prepared. This motor was prepared the same way
as the one mentioned above except the core
spindle was lubricated so it was successfully
removed. This motor proved to be successful, completing a burn in 3.4 seconds with 30
grams of fuel. During this burn the nozzle
retained its shape.

Though a full motor with a time delay is
not quite ready, initial prospects for the success of the potassium nitrate based motor are
good. The propellant mixture is very effective
as is the clay nozzle mold, and a basic motor
without a time delay proved successful as a
proof of concept. With some more preparation
these initial successes will yield a fully completed motor, given more time this motor will
doubtlessly be able to carry a payload to a high
altitude.
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ReefQuest
dylan@reefquest.org
Navigation while diving can pose its many
difficulties. There are two types of underwater
navigation, natural navigations and compass
(calculated) navigation. Students will learn
why natural navigation is beneficial in certain
environments, but inadequate in other homogeneous environments, such as sandy ocean
environments or low visibility. Students will
discover this by attempting to navigate (naturally) in a grassy field, blindfolded (resembling
murky environments). From that, students will
discover how to calculate transect lengths using
trigonometric functions and the Pythagorean
Theorem. Students will also learn how to read
many graphs, deducing information about
dive time, depth, and using their observations
to determine the dive limits. A sample graph
(Figure 1: Dive Log) is provided below. One
can observe that the diver increases in depth
until reaching his maximum depth at roughly
30 minutes. The diver then stays at this dive
site for five minutes, before returning to the
surface (an ascent that takes approximately 15
minutes). The diver then takes a 10-minute
surface interval before embarking on a second
dive. The diver descends to a maximum depth

of 25 feet for 5 minutes, before ascending back
to the surface.
Once fully understanding the graph, students will analyze the two dives using actual
diving protocols (Figure 2- Recreation Dive
Planner).
Using the Recreational Dive Planner (Figure 2), students will be able to model the
above scenario, demonstrated in the below diagram, determining pressure groups, residual
nitrogen time, and surface intervals, all actual
components of diving.
Diving provides a natural integration of
math, science, and critical thinking, which
molds easily into an applied curriculum that is
unique, challenging, and contextualized, providing a real-world application for the class.
The Wildwood Institute for STEM Research
and Development and a WISRD collaborator, ReefQuest, are designing this curriculum,
which, upon completion, will be available online for teacher download, as well as integrated
into preliminary classes in the form of a Geometry/Algebra II level project.
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Figure 1: Dive log

Figure 2: Recreational dive planner.
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Figure 3: Recreational dive planner chart.
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